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KZG has models for all players including:
Competitive players,
Beginners that need ease of play
Seniors who want more oomph in their game
Ladies who would prefer a lighter club for greater swing speed
Avid golfers
Juniors

Please visit your KZG Authorized Dealer to discuss your game and your goals.

NEW: LDI Irons
Do you want irons with more distance? KZG is finding that all levels of players are getting one
to two clubs greater distance!
The LDI body is cast with our proprietary, heat treated 431 stainless steel. This multi material
clubhead provides astonishing distance and remarkable forgiveness. The thin forged 17-4
stainless steel insert not only provides exceptional feel and sound but also makes the LDI
KZG's longest iron to date.
The larger clubhead is a real confidence booster. A wider, heavier sole aids in launching the
ball high, while the deep perimeter weighting makes for an incredibly forgiving golf club.
Available In both Left And Right Hand From 4 thru 9 with PW, AW and SW.

Go see your KZG dealer and experience the difference for yourself today.

Juniors
As our children take up the game we need to make sure they have equipment suited for their
unique needs. Grandad's clubs with the shafts cut down will only teach poor swing habits which
are difficult to unlearn or will make them drop the sport altogether from a lack of success.
Something we all wish to avoid.

In the LCB iron we have removed 20 grams of weight from the head. The remaining weight has
been redistributed to create a more forgiving club with a high launch angle.
Combined with one of our lightweight shafts, your aspiring junior will find success, have more
fun, stay in the game and play longer.
Bring your junior to your KZG dealer and get them fit today. As they grow, your dealer will
adjust the same clubhead to fit their changing bodies for years to come.

September Memories
September has more than a few Great Moments in golf history.
1890:
127 years ago this month, an amateur was crowned Champion Golfer of the Year.
John Ball Jr. became the first man to win the Amateur Championship and The Open
Championship in the same year (1890), a feat that was only matched by Bobby
Jones in 1930. (So maybe hope exists for the rest of us Am's)
1926:
Walter Hagen wins the 9th Anual PGA Championship held at Salisbury Golf
Club on Long Island in East Meadow, New York. Then a match play championship,
"The Haig" defeated Leo Diegel 5 & 3 in the finals to win his third consecutive PGA
Championship. Walter at this point was 25 and 1 in Match Play Competition.
1977:
Jane Blalock won the LPGA's The Sarah Coventry event, contested at the Round
Hill Country Club in Alamo California. Blalock continues to hold the world record
for "most consecutive cuts made on a professional [golf] tour," with her
299 unbroken cuts considered the longest streak for any LPGA Tour or PGA Tour player in
history. Tigers streak was only 142. Consider that for just a moment.
1986:
Jose Maria Olazabal wins his first European Tour event at the Ebel European
Masters Swiss Open at the ripe age of twenty. Olazabal outlasted Swedens Anders
Forsband by three strokes for the win.

FIND YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED KZG DEALER AT: http://www.kzg.com/
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